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 Essentially a program which can be activated 
by a ‘call’ within the same program or from a 
different program.

 Another defining characteristic is that it can 
have macro variables which can be specified 
in the macro call.
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 Layout:

 %macro msuave1(mvar1=,mvar2=,mvar3);

 Code ...

 %mend msuave1;

 To call this macro:

 %msuave1(mvar1=age,mvar2=gender,mvar3=group);
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 When you have to run a program multiple times 
with slight differences.

 When you have a number of colleagues needing 
to run comparable analyses and interpretation 
might be a problem (e.g. working on different protocols for a 

study drug utilising programming staff around the globe).

 When you have a repetitive task to do within a 
program (e.g. upcasing variable names; output to e.g. .csv files).
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 Using Clinical Trials in the Pharmaceutical 
Industry as an example, where reporting 
Safety Laboratory (lab) data (descriptive 
stats).  

 One lab test may need to be reported to a 
different number of decimal places than 
another.
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 Descriptive statistics: 

 Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, Min & Max 
need to be found for 3 lab tests.

 These are BILIRUBIN, GLUCOSE and 
POTASSIUM

 Each needs to be reported to a different 
number of decimal places though...
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 An example a global pharmaceutical 
company might like to have PK/ECG data 
analysed the same way between users 
working on related projects.  

 In this way a macro-based approach can 
help to minimise user differences.
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 Similarly macros can help to minimise within 
user differences for similar coding tasks over 
time.

 When you have a repetitive task across a 
number of different programs. 

 e.g.... 
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 Making sure all datasets to be kept have upcase variables.
 e.g. suave.demog dataset:
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 Spec received recently:

 “One other query, is it possible to add the 
Double Delta for ECG parameters (HR, PRI, 
QTF, QT, QTB, RR, QTS) for Parts A, B and C 
please?”

 “The double delta value would be the 
difference between DHR and the DHR_PBO 
values (time-matched).” 
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 1. Switch on extra log information to help with debugging:
options mprint mlogic symbolgen;

 2. Avoid overwriting work datasets by using the same 
name for each data step work dataset throughout the code 
(also applies to coding generally) as makes debugging 
more difficult.

 3. Beware trying to get one macro to do too much.  They 
are often at their most beneficial and efficient when 
performing robust functions within reliable parameters.  
Sometimes, like Economies of Scale in a big company, a 
macro which tries to do too much in the realm of the 
specifics, can create more cost than benefit.
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